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Disability and Society

Disability is an unexplored topic when it comes to the discourse communities. But when

the term “disability” is in society it takes a different turn for the worst. Society tends to look at

different people's experiences and put on a model or representation as a way to assume or

address an exclusion whether it fits or doesn’t fit with today’s society norms. I believe that in the

social model of disability society uses exclusion and discrimination aganist disabled people but I

believe a change can be done and be done sooner.

People with disabilities have always been a part of society, but they were not always

accepted in society and looked after as we do now. I was reading the history of many disabilities

whether it be mental or physical. It shocks me how they have been looked at and treated

throughout our history.  According to Robert M. Hansel, he said and I quote, “There is no greater

than the inability to see a person as more” This quote is connected to my argument because

usually society creates this norm or a requirement for people who have a disadvantage in

creating a social interaction with their families, friends or even with co workers in their career

but most importantly it creates a stereotype that has somehow impacted on how people think of

people with a disability. In addition, not only did it have an impact on social interaction but also

on an economic level, basically meaning of how much they are making in terms of a financial



level. I have an idea on how people who have a disability can feel comfortable with who they are

and the ways we can fix that is by creating a program that will not only helped on social

interactions but also create internships where it teaches way on how society isn’t build on how

you are but teach them that society should be enjoyed together with no limitations.

Not only does my discourse community affect the terms of society but also in poverty.

Many people know poverty has the state of being inferior in quality or insufficient in amount.

Then, most people in my discourse community experience material hardship which means

having difficulty being able to pay the rent, mortgages or even having the means to pay for their

medical bills. For example, according to Muhammad Yunus, an author of the book “Banker to

Poor : Micro Lending, he quotes “People…were poor not because they were stupid or lazy. They

worked all day long, doing complex physical tasks. They were poor because the financial

institutions in the country did not help them widen their economic base”. This quote connects to

my point of exclusion and how most people who are disabled tend to not have the capabilities to

afford their day to day purchases and part of it can be the faults in the government because of the

fact that there was no support for them when they were needed. In my own opinion, there should

be a congress meeting or some sort of meeting that talks about the benefits that my discourse

community should be having but also include it in a bill so that way it benefits not only the

discourse community that I support but also other communities who are going through the same

issue as the community that I am in full support of. Then, the question that I am going to ask is

how many times have you looked at a disable person and wonder what programs that the

government provides for the disabled people and I can tell you now that the number of programs



that are funded for the disabled people are for those who can afford the material things but for

the lower class it is a struggle of poverty and it is happening through our social norms.

In conclusion, what does that mean for my discourse community? Will the government

help or will it stay the same?  These are the questions I ask myself and sometimes discuss with

the people who are in my community. I support my community because I don’t support the

discrimination and the way that disabled people are being treated. I believe that the changes that

I mention can happen but the question is will it happen? I would like to thank everyone who

came to listen and understand the issues that I pointed out and hopefully you can support other

communities in times like this where we need each other to make a difference. Thank you and

have a great day.


